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Abstract. In this paper we promote a selective information retrieval
process to be applied in the context of repeated queries. The method
is based on a training phase in which the meta search system learns
the best parameters to use on a per query basis. The training phase
uses a sample of annotated documents for which document relevance is
known. When an equal-query is submitted to the system, it automatically
knows which parameters it should use to treat the query. This Learning to
choose method is evaluated using simulated data from TREC campaigns.
We show that system performance highly increases in terms of precision
(MAP), specifically for the queries that are difficult to answer, when
compared to any unique system configuration applied to all the queries.
Keywords: Information retrieval, Meta search, Evaluation, Learning in
IR, System combination, Repeated queries
1 Introduction
In information retrieval (IR), a ranking function is used to decide the document
to retrieve according to a query as well as their order. Document and query simi-
larity is a key component of the ranking function. Many parameters are involved
in this process: the way documents are indexed, the possible query expansion,
the similarity function itself, ... Systems vary because they use different param-
eters throughout retrieval.
Over queries, systems do not behave homogeneously and a system S1 that
answers well a query Q1 can answer query Q2 poorly, while another system S2
does oppositely. As a result, it is impossible to define the set of parameters that
will be used for any queries. Rather, most of the approaches optimize the param-
eters so the results are best in average over queries. Alternatively we propose to
chose among a set of systems or system configurations the one that fits the best,
on a per query basis.
This principle implies to learn a link between queries and systems. The aim of
the learning can be to associate query characteristics to systems. For example
it is possible to represent queries by features, learn which system is best for
each training query or query cluster. A new query can then be compared to
learn queries considering the same features to select the system to be applied.
[1] use this principal to associate weigthing schema to queries. We consider an
alternative process in which learning is applied to individual query: in that case
the training consists in associating the best system to each query. In practice,
this latest principle is possible if the queries are known in advance only. This is
indeed the case for repeated queries. In this paper we focus on repeated queries.
Several studies have shown repeated queries occur frequently in real applica-
tions. Teevan et al. have shown that 33% of queries are exact repeats of a query
issued by the same user (equal-query queries) and that one query out of four
leads to the same single user click [2]. Sanderson and Dumais studied 3.3 million
queries and showed more than a half of them were repeated queries [3].
In this paper, we consider a method that could be used in real systems to
treat repeated queries using a selective approach. We call the method ”learning
to choose”. The learning to choose method implements a meta system that makes
use of systems variability. It aims at deciding which system configuration should
be used to treat a given query. To do so, the learning to choose method learns
the best query-system association: it learns the system configuration to be used
for a given query in order to optimize the results. This training phase uses a
subset of documents for which the document relevance is known. After training,
whenever equal-query queries occur, the learnt system configuration will treat
the query over the entire document collection.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we report some related works.
Section 3 presents the learning to choose method.Section 4 describes the evalu-
ation framework. Section 5 details a preliminary analysis that aims at selecting
a subset of system configurations. In section 6, we consider the only systems
selected as depicted in section 5 and analyse the results of Learning to chose ac-
cording to topic difficulty. We show that learning to choose improves the results
on the hardest topics. The last section concludes the paper.
2 Related works
There are various ways to take advantage of system varaibility. Without being
exhaustive, this section presents the different types of methods.
Data fusion. Data fusion takes advantage of system variability by combining
the ranked lists retrieved by different systems for a given information need [4].
The issues of data fusion are to decide both the ranked lists to fuse and the fusing
function. Some works have shown that the systems to fuse should be indepen-
dent [5], [6]. The same fusing function is generally applied whatever the queries
are. However, the fusing model can also be learnt on a per query basis; in that
case, the fusing function is query dependent [7]. Unlike data fusion which fuse
various system results, learning to choose selects the best system configuration
that should treat a query among several.
Learning to rank. Variability and learning are also core elements of learning
to rank methods [8]. In the training phase of learning to rank, the examples
to learn consist of ranked lists of relevant documents associated with the corre-
sponding information needs. The ranking function is trained on these examples.
The testing phase uses the single learned ranking function on new queries [9].
Unlike learning to rank, learning to choose does not learn a general function that
would work whatever the query is. Rather, the principle of the method is to se-
lect the best system configuration on a per information need basis by analyzing
the performance on a subset of documents; the learnt system configuration is
then used on the entire set of documents.
Repeated queries. Some approaches process repeated queries by storing doc-
uments that should be retrieved. This is done for frequently asked queries for
which the results are cached [10], mainly to answer time response issue. In that
case, one assumes that the relevant documents remain the same. In addition,
because new documents are continuously added or deleted, index updates lead
to cache invalidation: cached results correspond to entries whose results have
changed [11]. This cache method can also be used to answer queries that are
close to previous queries [10]. Alternatively, some specific treatments can be
done on a per query basis [12]. Since learning to choose does not store the re-
sults but rather the best way to obtain them, it can be applied in the context of
dynamic collections.
Selective approaches. Finally, the closest related work is selective approaches.
For example, He and Ounis [13] suggest a method to select among several term-
weighting models depending on the query. Queries are described by features
that are used to cluster them. Training associates the best term-weighting to
each query cluster. When a new query is submitted to the system, it decides
which cluster the query belongs to and process it by the corresponding system.
In the same way Bigot et al. [14] suggest three methods that aim at deciding
which system(s) would be the best to process a given query considering TREC
participant systems as system candidates. All the three methods are based on
a training stage in which for each query the decision is learnt using a sub-set
of the document collection and the maximization of a performance measure
(e.g. precision). Once trained the meta-system knows which system should pro-
cess the query when the query will occur again; this system will then process
the query over the entire document collection. The first method they called
OneT2OneS (for One Topic to One System) selects the best retrieval system for
each query. The two other methods are based on a first stage that clusters the
systems prior to the training phase, then choose an ambassador for each cluster.
They finally select the best cluster by selecting the ambassador that maximizes
the performance measure. The two approaches that use system clustering are
OneT2ClusterS (for One Topic to System Cluster) and ClusterT2ClusterS (for
Cluster Topic to Cluster Systems). They differ in that ClusterT2ClusterS clus-
ters topics (queries) according to their difficulty. Compared to [13] that learns
some queries over the entire collection, [14] learns all the queries on a sample
of documents. Our method is closer to the second approach since it targets re-
peated queries. In that context, queries are known and the problem is to chose
the best system configuration to apply. Compared to [13] and [14] we do not
use various systems but rather various retrieval configurations that do not imply
various indexing. We think that our method is easier to use in real systems be-
cause of this. Moreover, we evaluate the method and show that a limited number
of configurations are needed to improve results, specifically on difficult queries.
3 Learning to choose method for repeated queries
3.1 Description of the method
In our method, we make the hypothesis that system parameters lead to different
system performances depending on the queries. Moreover, the method is based on
the fact that for a given query, some system parameters will optimize the results.
Thus our method aims at learning which system parameters should be used for
a given query. However, IR parameters are not equally resource demanding. For
example, making indexing parameters vary implies to index several times the
collection which can be costly in terms of time and storage. For this reason, we
rather make retrieval parameters vary. A given set of parameter values is called a
system configuration. Our method implements a meta-system that choses among
pre-defined system configurations on a per-query basis.
The next sections describe the steps of the method.
Training phase. The training phase consists in choosing which configuration
should process each (repeated) query. Notice that the training query set con-
sists on all the queries that have been identified as repeated and for which the
meta-system should learn the best configuration. During the training phase we
consider the various system configurations and the results they obtained on the
query set using a sample of annotated documents. For these documents, we know
if they are relevant to the query or not. Each system configuration treats the
training document set over the query set. From the retrieved document lists we
compute the evaluation measure for each query and each system configuration.
The best configuration is then chosen for each query. The set of system configu-
rations is an important parameter of our method which is analysed in detail in
this paper.
Testing phase. After training, the meta-system knows which system configu-
ration should process each query. Whenever an equal-query is submitted to the
meta-system, it processes it using the learnt system configuration.
3.2 Defining the set of system configurations
Principle. The set of system configurations should be composed of configura-
tions that perform well on average over queries. However, as we said previously,
system variability can be important. For this reason, we add an additional con-
straint: to be kept a system configuration should obtain better results than the
average on a subset of queries. Moreover, it is not mandatory that a given query
is well performed by several system configurations; one being enough to ensure
users’ satisfaction. As a matter of fact, it is not needed to consider all possible
system configurations; what is needed is to ensure that each query is well per-
formed by at least one available system configuration. Considering the example
given in table 1, we would like to select either system configuration S1 or S2 to
ensure query Q1 is well processed by at least one system configuration. Same
goes for system configuration S3 or S4 for query Q2.
Table 1: Illustration- Performances of 4 system configurations over two queries.
S1 S2 S3 S4
Q1
✞
✝
☎
✆
0.8
✞
✝
☎
✆
0.9 0.2 0.1
Q2 0.2 0.1
✞
✝
☎
✆
0.9
✞
✝
☎
✆
0.8
System configuration selection. To start with, we dispose of various sys-
tem configurations and the corresponding performance over the query set when
using the document set. As we wanted to perform a quite large analysis, in our
experiments, we consider 100 initial system configurations. However, the idea is
to decide which system configurations are the most important ones. For defining
the configurations to keep, we iteratively select the most important configuration
as follows:
1. For each query, we compute the value of the performance measure that cor-
responds to the highest centile; the system configuration that gets this value
becomes a candidate. For example, if we consider the mean average precision
(MAP) as the performance measure, we calculate the MAP value MAP001
for which 1% of the MAP values will be higher than MAP001 and 99% of the
MAP values will be lower than MAP001 for this query, whatever the system
configuration is. Let us consider that the processed query is an easy one and
that over 100 system configurations, the best system Sb got a MAP of 0.85,
MAP001 for this query is set to 0.85; Sb becomes a candidate.
2. System configurations that have been selected in step 1 constitute the set of
candidates for this first iteration;
3. For each configuration candidate, we compute the number of times it has
been selected; that is to say the number of queries that selected each config-
uration. We keep the system configuration which is the most frequent. An
additional condition to keep the system configuration is that its frequency
is higher than a threshold. For example, Sb has been selected in step 1 by
10 queries and is the most selected configuration and given a threshold of 6
queries minimum, Sb is definitively kept;
4. The queries that selected this configuration are removed from the query set.
Considering our example, the 10 queries that choose configuration Sb are
removed.
5. We go back to step 1 considering all system configurations and the remaining
queries (in our example using Number of queries− 10).
If there is no system configuration selected the process is iterated considering
the second centile (the performance value for which 98% of the values are higher
than it), third centile, ... If less than T queries remain unmatched, they have to
all be selected at once (the centile criteria is relaxed). This rule is used to avoid
selecting hardest topics one by one while centile is decreasing.
4 Evaluation framework
Evaluation collection. Evaluating our method in a real context implies to
have access to real data (repeated queries, documents, document relevance);
such a collection is not freely available. For this reason, we simulated the envi-
ronment by evaluating our method on data from TREC (Text Retrieval Con-
ference4). The collection we used (TREC7 and TREC8 adhoc sets) is composed
of approximately 528155 documents (2 gigabytes), a set of 100 natural language
topic statements and the associated relevance judgments. In our experiment, any
TREC topics are considered as repeated information needs. Topics are composed
of a title, a description and a narrative part and correspond to information needs.
Notice that, since the methods are evaluated on TREC, we distinguish topics
and queries in the rest of the paper: topic is used to refer to a TREC topic;
a query is the internal representation used by the search system and is built
from a topic. QRel consists of document relevance judgements for each topic.
By confronting them to the list of retrieved documents, it is possible to com-
pute performance measures to evaluate system configuration performance. We
ran different runs with the Terrier platform [1] by making parameters varying.
To be more realistic in usability, we considered a single indexing (which is the
most resource demanding); and thus indexing parameters are set once. Those
runs correspond to system configurations.
Evaluation Measures. We use the TREC evaluation software trec eval5, ver-
sion 9.0 that computes many measures. Evaluation measures have been shown to
be highly correlated [15]. In this work, we only consider average precision (AP)
for each topic and mean average precision (MAP) over topics. AP is the result
of averaging precision (number of relevant retrieved documents over retrieved
documents) each time a relevant document is retrieved. MAP characterises a
system configuration by averaging AP over topics.
Training. The training phase of the learning to choose method is applied to a
subset of documents (training set). On this document subset, the various system
configurations are used to process the 100 topics which are all considered as
repeated queries to be learnt. To decide the best configuration for each topic,
we used the QRel from which we removed the documents that do not belong to
4 http://trec.nist.gov/
5 http://trec.nist.gov/trec eval/
the sample of training documents. In our experiments, we partition the docu-
ment collection according to a training part of 2⁄3 and a testing part of 1⁄3. The
repetition of queries is simulated by treating the same topic on test documents.
Evaluation uses the QRel (after removing the training documents from it).
Cross Validation. To evaluate the learning to choose method, we applied cross
validation. Indeed, a single partitioning of the data as presented in the previous
subsection is not enough to make solid conclusions. For that reason, we per-
formed 10 different partitions of the collection each composed of a training part
of 2⁄3 and a testing part of 1⁄3 randomly selected [16]. Then we average the results
over the 10 collections.
Baselines. The baseline is the best system configuration over the queries. The
mean of all ten baselines is the general baseline (it was mandatory since the set
of documents varies and thus the MAP varies as well depending on the draw).
5 System configuration selection
Preliminary study to select system configurations. Terrier allows to choose
modules from the three steps of the IR process:
– Indexing (stemmer, size of blocks, empty documents ignored or not);
– Matching (retrieving model, topic fields to use, low idf terms ignored or not);
– Query expansion (QE) (QE model, number of terms to add to the query,
number of top documents to consider for QE, number of top documents a
term should appear in to be used during QE).
Indeed, indexing is costly in terms of time processing, disk space and updates
when creating an IR stream. For that reason, we consider a single index and
the only parameters that we make varying are matching and query expansion
parameters. The indexing phase uses the default Terrier stopword list, Porter
stemmer algorithm, a block size of 1 and ignores empty documents. Indeed using
different stopword lists does not have significant impact on the results but using
one (rather than none) does significantly improve the results [?]). Fuller et al.
[17] showed Porter stemmer is the most accurate. Also Compaore et al. [18]
showed that block size different from 1 and empty documents does not change
the results significantly.
Concretely, we considered many configurations but kept only the 100 ones
that get a MAP over 0.2 for at least 50% of the topics. This threshold of 0.2
is set to ensure that the performance of the selected system configurations are
good enough.
Impact of the number of system configurations. In real applications, using
100 system configurations can be costly. For that reason, we study the impact
of the number of system configurations to use. We consider various selection
thresholds (10, 20, 30...100 configurations). One solution could be to randomly
select the systems. However this solution would not take advantage of system
variability. For this reason, we prefer to select system configurations that behave
differently on the topics. To do so, an hybrid clustering (hierarchical clustering
combined to K-means) is applied so system configurations of each cluster lead to
close performance in terms of AP for the topic set on the training document set.
For each cluster the best configuration is selected to be used in the Learning to
choose process. This method insures that the selected configurations are different
enough. We then consider several thresholds: we analyse the results when 100% of
the configurations are used (no clustering), when 90% of the intial configurations
are used (meaning that we cluster the configurations into 90 clusters), 80% ...
until 10% (meaning that only 10 configurations are used, corresponding to 10
different clusters or configuration profiles).
Figure 1 shows the results of this experiment. Grey lines corresponds to the
training phase, and black lines to the testing phase. Dashed line is the baseline
and plain line with dots correspond to the average over all ten sub-collections as
explained in 4. Dotted lines reprensent the result of a random selection. Notice
that a random selection leads to the expected value of AP and so to the averaged
MAP over systems.
Fig. 1: Analysis of the number of different system configurations.
Results presented in figure 1 show that using only 10 different system configu-
rations, improves the results by 22%. Using more than 10 sytem configuration
candidates does not improve the results very much. From this preliminary study,
we conclude that 10 configurations are enough to significantly improve the per-
formance but less can also be enough.
In the following, we select a minimal set of system configurations (less than
10) to make further analysis on the behaviour of the selection technique on a
small sample of configurations.
Minimal System Configuration Set. To select a minimal set of systems, we
apply the method presented in 3.2 to the previous set of 100 systems.
In figure 2, the black line is the number of selected system configurations
and the gray line is the average MAP; average MAP is considering the MAP
of the systems selected for each topic during the selection. Figure 2 shows the
lower the T is, the more specific the selection is, and the better the results are.
However, we do not want to be too specific because that leads to selecting too
many system configurations; for that reason we consider 10 configurations or
less.
Fig. 2: Number of selected system configurations (right axis) & performance (left axis)
according to T.
Figure 3 displays the average MAP in function of the number of system
configurations; 10 being the maximum number of system configurations we allow
to be selected by the algorithm. As a compromise between effectiveness and the
number of selected system configurations, we choose 7 possible configurations.
Fig. 3: Average performance according to number of selected system configurations.
This corresponds to 3 different possibilities of T (see the dots hovered by hor-
izontal dashed line on figure 2) and the best MAP (0.528) is obtained for T=13
(vertical dashed line). The set of these 7 configurations is used for evaluating
the learning to choose method in section 6.
6 Evaluation of Learning To Choose in a Close-to-Reality
Context
In this section we evaluate learning to choose on a small set of systems. Topics
are seen as new during the training phase and they are considered repeated in-
formation needs during the testing phase. To avoid randomness effect that could
lead to one lucky or unlucky experiment, we proceed a cross validation on ten
different splits of the document collection as explained in 4.
Topic Difficulty. As we ran 10 experiments, the number of topic clusters may
change from one experiment to another. To be able to merge the results, we
need to keep the same number of clusters for all 10 experiments. Each cluster
is characterised by a difficulty label according to AP systems obtained. Among
the 10 experiments, we observed that 4 to 6 levels of topic difficulty would be
optimal for the Learning to chose method. To fix the number of difficulty level
to consider, we run the hierarchical clustering on data computed with the full
collection of documents and conclude that 5 difficulty levels is an optimal choice.
Results of the Selection. As the number of topics in a difficulty level varies
along the 10 experiments, the overall average MAP by cluster is weighted with
the number of topics included in the considered level. This is done for both the
metasystem and the baseline. Figure 4 displays the average mean of MAP by
topic difficulty level during the test phase. Topics on which systems performed
poorly are qualified ”hard”, those on which they performed less poorly are qual-
ified ”medium hard” and so on for ”medium easy” level, ”easy” level and finally
the ”easiest” level on which systems performed greatly.
Black dots correspond to the metasystem’s map and grey dash show the
baseline MAP and are read on the left axis (with black guidelines). Grey squares
show the relative difference between the metasystem and the baseline and are
read on the right axis (with grey guidelines).
We show that performances are poorly increased on easy topics; that can
be explained by the fact it is hard to improve system performances when they
already are really high. At least, performances are not degraded. Performances
on medium easy topics are improved by 12%; according to the t-test, the increase
is significant for 6 experiments out of 10.
The best improvment is observed for the medium hard topics with an increase
of 44% (increase is significant for 9 experiments). Finally, the hardest topics
are improved by 43%. However the absolute increase is little (0.04), it is still
significant for 8 experiments.
7 Conclusion and Future Works
Using more than ten different systems for a fusion technique is not realistic. First,
we showed a method easy to reproduce to select a subset of systems. Systems
are selected on the base that whether or not their performances belong to the
highest centile for a defined number of topics. Matched topics are successively
deleted from the selection until no topics remain. The analysis of this selection
Fig. 4: Fusion Results according to Topic difficulty
method leads to select seven systems in order to balance performances and real
conditions. Even if the last matched topics are poorly performed by the selected
systems, due to the selection method itself, the evaluation is not degraded.
Learning to choose is then evaluated on the seven systems and cluster of
topics are defined according to system performances: the better system perfor-
mances are, the easier the topic are qualified. The evaluation shows that, based
on a given set of systems, a fusion method is able to improve retrieval perfor-
mances from 12% on medium difficulty topic to 44% on hard topics. Since results
of the information retrieval process are not stored, the method is able to deal
with dynamic collections.
In this study, query clusters are defined after queries have been processed at
least once. This is possible in the context of repeated queries. However, such a
method is not able to deal with queries submitted for the first time. Actually,
future works should focus on applying difficulty prediction techniques. Such tech-
niques can be based on linguistic predictors [12] or on different predictors such
as query ambiguity [19].
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